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Introduction {#sec001}
============

The brain has a high metabolic demand, thereby requiring adequate and timely nutrient and oxygen supply. Cerebral autoregulation (CA) is the complex homeostatic regulatory relationship between blood pressure (BP) and cerebral blood flow (CBF)\[[@pone.0195936.ref001]--[@pone.0195936.ref003]\]. It describes the ability of the brain to maintain a relatively constant CBF when faced with perturbations in arterial BP (ABP) through complex myogenic, neurogenic, and metabolic mechanisms which can protect the cerebral parenchyma from hyper- or hypo-perfusion injuries\[[@pone.0195936.ref004]\]. Autoregulation dysfunction accelerates the neurological disorders, such as stroke, brain lesions, and infections of the central nervous system\[[@pone.0195936.ref005]\].

The CA is significantly impaired in patients with stroke compared with controls, even after minor stroke\[[@pone.0195936.ref006]--[@pone.0195936.ref008]\]. Elderly patients with impaired CA may be at risk of brain damage from minor decrease in BP. These results may cause secondary injury in patients with stroke. Thus, monitoring and controlling the autoregulation capacity through hemodynamic management strategies in patients with stroke are important. With the transcranial Doppler (TCD) and continuous BP measurement techniques, most studies have assessed its autoregulatory capacity based on correlation coefficient between the cerebral perfusion pressure and CBF velocity\[[@pone.0195936.ref006], [@pone.0195936.ref009], [@pone.0195936.ref010]\]. These studies have demonstrated that high correlation coefficient between the cerebral perfusion pressure and CBF velocity indicates pressure-dependent flow and impaired autoregulation, whereas a low correlation indicates intact autoregulation\[[@pone.0195936.ref010]\]. However, at present, the functional mechanism and the causality underlying the coupling interaction between CBF and ABP have not been fully studied.

Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) technique can noninvasively and continuously measure cerebral changes in the local oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin concentrations on the cerebral cortex\[[@pone.0195936.ref011], [@pone.0195936.ref012]\].With special sensitivity to the microvasculature, the NIRS can provide a surrogate of fluctuations in CBF to monitor dynamic CA\[[@pone.0195936.ref013], [@pone.0195936.ref014]\]. NIRS has several potential advantages compared with TCD in terms of clinical application. For example, NIRS is relatively insensitive to movement artifacts and is portable, enabling long term monitoring of the hemodynamic activity and requiring minimal caregiver manipulation in patients with stroke at bedside\[[@pone.0195936.ref015]\]. In addition, NIRS-based measures of CA can provide information on specific areas with focal dysautoregulation\[[@pone.0195936.ref016]\].

Spontaneous oscillations are generally found in the spectral analysis of changes in the cerebral oxyhemoglobin concentration (delta \[HbO~2~\]) signals measured by NIRS in the resting state\[[@pone.0195936.ref017]--[@pone.0195936.ref019]\], as well as the changes in mean arterial pressure (MAP) signals\[[@pone.0195936.ref020], [@pone.0195936.ref021]\]. The spontaneous oscillations of the brain can interact mutually with other physiological oscillations, which are called neurophysiological interactions\[[@pone.0195936.ref022]\]. To date, the relationship between spontaneous cerebral oscillations (i.e., delta \[HbO~2~\]) and cardiovascular parameters (e.g., MAP) is a promising technique for the noninvasive assessment of CA status. CA is a stochastic, nonlinear dynamic process\[[@pone.0195936.ref023], [@pone.0195936.ref024]\]. The methods based on correlation, phase shift, or transmission have been widely used in assessing CA. Despite their appealing simplicity and clinical significance, these methods are incapable of taking into account the nonlinear effects. Meanwhile, the transfer function analysis treated CA as a stationary, linear process and averaged out all the potential useful time information\[[@pone.0195936.ref025]\]. Wavelet transform can separate signal components, provide localized phase information, and analyze the nonstationary aspects of the physiological system\[[@pone.0195936.ref026]\]. Based on wavelet transform, Rowley et al. evaluated the CA by calculating wavelet cross-correlation between the MAP and O2Hb signals\[[@pone.0195936.ref020]\]. However, such methods provide no information about causality or about the direction of coupling relationship\[[@pone.0195936.ref027]\]. One way to characterize the networks of interacting oscillators is through reconstructing the coupling function based on dynamical Bayesian inference (DBI), which amounts to much more than just a new way of investigating correlations. Coupling function can specify the physical rules of interactions between the oscillators. It determines the possibility of qualitative transitions between the oscillations and can describe the functional contribution from each separate subsystem within a single coupling relationship (effective coupling interaction)\[[@pone.0195936.ref028]\]. The coupling function is capable of detecting the effective phase connectivity within networks of time-evolving coupled phase oscillators subjected to noise\[[@pone.0195936.ref027]\]. Based on wavelet transform, coupling functions can be reconstructed between interacting oscillations from measured data based on a model of coupled phase oscillators and DBI\[[@pone.0195936.ref029]--[@pone.0195936.ref033]\]. This method is suitable for the treatment of nonstationary time series, which often exist in physiological signals, such as BP and delta \[HbO~2~\] signals. Previous studies have evaluated the effective coupling interactions based on coupling functions among different physiological indices, such as neuronal, cardiorespiratory, cardiac, respiratory, and vascular regulation\[[@pone.0195936.ref034], [@pone.0195936.ref035]\]. However, the effective coupling interaction between the cerebral oscillations (i.e. delta \[HbO~2~\]) and cardiovascular parameters (e.g., MAP) have not been demonstrated.

For a comprehensive assessment of CA, the delta \[HbO~2~\] signals measured by multi-channel NIRS and ABP signals were obtained simultaneously to analyze the autoregulation capacity in different brain areas. The prefrontal cortex (PFC) is important in planning complex cognitive behaviors, personality expression, and decision-making\[[@pone.0195936.ref036]\]. It also involved in the maintenance of the attention-demanding balance tasks\[[@pone.0195936.ref037], [@pone.0195936.ref038]\]. The parietal lobe (PL) is mainly responsible for coordinating sensory and motor functions\[[@pone.0195936.ref039]\]. It also plays an important role in motor dysfunction recovery. Meanwhile, the occipital lobe (OL) is crucial in coordinating language, perception, and abstraction functions and essential in processing visual information\[[@pone.0195936.ref040]--[@pone.0195936.ref042]\].

The present study focuses on the effective coupling relationship between MAP and delta \[HbO~2~\] in the cerebral cortex to study the effect of stroke on CA in a group of patients suffering from cerebral infarction (CI), as compared with the healthy controls. In this study, the coupling between MAP and cerebral delta \[HbO~2~\] is not CA but a marker of it. We hypothesized that the effective coupling interactions between the MAP and delta \[HbO~2~\] signals in various frequency bands will be altered in patients with stroke. In this study, we reconstructed the coupling functions between the oscillators based on a model of coupled phase oscillators and the DBI method. By quantitative assessment of strength of the couplings, we would reveal an evidence of the alterations in CA caused by stroke and the functional mechanism underlying the interactive system. Our results will provide new insight into the regulation mechanisms of the brain and contribute to the development of therapeutic interventions in patients with stroke.

Methods and materials {#sec002}
=====================

Subjects {#sec003}
--------

A total of 34 elderly subjects were recruited from the local rehabilitation center to participate in this study; 17 subjects were patients with CI (9 with left hemiparesis \[L--H group\]; 8 with right hemiparesis \[R--H group\]), and 17 healthy controls \[healthy group\]). Patients with clinical and CT diagnosis of first-ever stroke were included in this study. All measured subjects had systolic BP less than 150 mmHg and diastolic BP less than 90 mmHg and body mass indices less than 30 during the recording. Healthy subjects showed no history of any neurological or vascular disease. Healthy subjects were excluded from the study if they were diagnosed with hypertension, diabetes mellitus, subarachnoid hemorrhage, insufficiency of heart, lung, kidneys, or liver function, as well as smoking or drinking habits, and if they are taking additional medications. Diabetes mellitus was diagnosed based on the clinical assessment or fasting serum glucose level. [Table 1](#pone.0195936.t001){ref-type="table"} shows the basic information of participants, including age, weight, height, BP, and MMSE scores. [Table 2](#pone.0195936.t002){ref-type="table"} shows the detailed clinical characteristic of patients with stroke. Written informed consent was obtained from the participants. The experimental procedure was approved by the Human Ethics Committee of National Research Center for Rehabilitation Technical Aids and was in accordance with the ethical standards specified by the Helsinki Declaration of 1975 (revised in 2008).

10.1371/journal.pone.0195936.t001

###### Characteristics of the participants.

![](pone.0195936.t001){#pone.0195936.t001g}

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Characteristic             Healthy\      Cerebral Infarction   *p* for difference                   
                             Controls                                                                 
  -------------------------- ------------- --------------------- -------------------- ------- ------- -------
  Age (years)                51.8(7.9)     53.2(12.6)            57.2(9.1)            0.774   0.663   0.580

  BMI                        24.2(4.5)     22.6(2.8)             23.4(1.7)            0.370   0.600   0.504

  Female sex                 47%           25%                   11%                  0.294   0.067   0.453

  Systolic blood pressure    130.8(11.2)   127.9(25.9)           140.3(15.8)          0.761   0.089   0.263

  Diastolic blood pressure   75.9(11)      74.5(11.1)            78.7(8.9)            0.727   0.529   0.376

  MMSE                       26.8(2.3)     24.3(5.8)             24.9(4.6)            0.358   0.282   0.840
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Values are presented as means and standard deviations (SD) and percentages. *p* values are calculated with t-test for means and SD and Chi-square test for percentage. MMSE: Mini-Mental State Examination. *p*^1^ for the difference between healthy group and R--H group. *p*^2^ for the difference between healthy group and L--H group. *p*^3^ for the difference between R--H group and L--H group.

10.1371/journal.pone.0195936.t002

###### Clinical characteristic of patients with stroke.

![](pone.0195936.t002){#pone.0195936.t002g}

  Patient NO.   Sex   Age, Years   Onset Time, Month   Hemiplegia   Location of Lesion                                                         Hypertension   Diabetes mellitus
  ------------- ----- ------------ ------------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- -------------------
  1             M     49           5                   L            R basal ganglia; R oval                                                    Y              Y
  2             M     61           3                   L            R pons; R basal ganglion                                                   Y              Y
  3             M     62           5                   L            R basal ganglion; Thalamus                                                 Y              N
  4             F     74           4                   L            R pons; R parietal lobe                                                    Y              N
  5             M     61           3                   L            R pons; R basal ganglion                                                   Y              N
  6             M     49           5                   L            R Frontal, R Parietal, R Temporal lobe                                     Y              N
  7             F     62           5                   L            R Frontal, R Parietal, R Temporal lobe; R temporal-occipital junction      N              Y
  8             M     45           6                   L            R Frontal, R parietal, R temporal lobe                                     Y              N
  9             M     52           5                   L            R oval; R basal ganglia                                                    Y              N
  10            F     30           5                   R            L basal ganglia                                                            Y              Y
  11            M     57           2                   R            L parietal lobe                                                            Y              N
  12            M     67           3                   R            L basal ganglia                                                            N              N
  13            M     46           3                   R            L basal ganglia; L frontal lobe; L insula                                  N              Y
  14            M     46           5                   R            L Frontal, parietal, temporal lobe                                         Y              Y
  15            F     69           5                   R            L thalamus; Bilateral basal ganglia; L frontal lobe                        Y              Y
  16            M     54           6                   R            L frontal lobe, L temporal lobe, L parietal lobe, insular; basal ganglia   Y              Y
  17            M     57           3                   R            L basal ganglia; L insula; L frontal lobe                                  N              Y

This table shows clinical characteristic of patients with stroke. F, female; M, male; R, right; L, left; Y, yes; N, no

Measurement {#sec004}
-----------

Simultaneous measurements of delta \[HbO~2~\] and ABP signals were recorded for 10 min in the resting state. After the basic information of the subjects was recorded, the measurements were performed on the subjects in their comfortable supine position to minimize head and wrist movements. NIRS measurements were performed using a 24-channel cerebral tissue saturation monitor (NirScan Danyang Huichuang Medical Equipment CO. Ltd) with three wavelengths: 755, 808, and 855 nm. The distance between the detector and the source was 30 mm. Delta \[HbO~2~\] was calculated using the modified Beer--Lambert law\[[@pone.0195936.ref043]\]. The sampling rate was 10 Hz. A total of 24 channels were positioned on the left PFC (LPFC), right PFC (RPFC), left PL (LPL), right PL (RPL), left OL (LOL) and right OL (ROL) in accordance with the International 10/10 System ([Fig 1](#pone.0195936.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Using the calibration function of the instrument and the corresponding template, each channel arrangement can accurately correspond to the 10/10 electrode positions according to different head sizes. The placement of the monitors was concretely described previously\[[@pone.0195936.ref044]\]. Before the measurements, the sensors were secured with a black elastic plaster wrapped around the forehead to ensure no intrusion of background light\[[@pone.0195936.ref045]\].

![Configuration of source optodes, detector optodes and channels.\
(A) 24 channels corresponding to the 10/10 system. (B) Six cerebral cortex areas are separated by the rectangle frame as LPFC, RPFC, LPL, RPL, LOL and ROL. The 'C' represents channel.](pone.0195936.g001){#pone.0195936.g001}

Continuous ABP signal was monitored with a noninvasive pressure sensor attached to the wrist to obtain the ABP signal using an analysis system (FDP-1, Shanghai Science Teaching Co., China) at a sampling frequency of 1 000 Hz. This system continuously measured the ABP signals by using a sensor located on the subject's radial artery.

[dx.doi.org/10.17504/protocols.io.ntkdekw](http://dx.doi.org/10.17504/protocols.io.ntkdekw)

Data preprocessing {#sec005}
------------------

Systolic and diastolic BP were extracted from the ABP signal by applying a gradient function, which can automatically detect the signal peaks and troughs of the signals\[[@pone.0195936.ref046]\]. This algorithm involves an automatic and adaptive rule-based search for the large gradient selected as a reference peak in BP due to the systole, followed by the waveform integration on the heartbeat cycle. The MAP was calculated as the diastolic pressure plus 1/3 of the pulse pressure. MAP was resampled to 10 Hz using cubic spline interpolation to achieve a uniform time base.

First, the moving average method was applied to remove the noise-like abrupt spikes caused by the movement artifacts or background light, involving an algorithm based on moving standard and spine interpolation routines\[[@pone.0195936.ref047], [@pone.0195936.ref048]\]. After the removal of abnormal points, the delta \[HbO~2~\] and MAP signals were band-pass filtered with a Butterworth filter at a low cut-off frequency of 0.005 Hz to remove extremely slow variations and a high cutoff frequency of 2 Hz to remove the uncorrelated noise components. The upper limit of 2 Hz was set to include the heart rate frequency, whereas the lower limit was selected to include the possible regulatory mechanisms of the tissue oxygenation signal\[[@pone.0195936.ref045], [@pone.0195936.ref049]\]. The method used for data preprocessing has been described in detail in our previous studies\[[@pone.0195936.ref050]\]. Prior to the wavelet analysis, the delta \[HbO~2~\] and MAP signals were normalized to avoid the systematic differences between the subjects and groups. [Fig 2](#pone.0195936.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows the typical time series of the measured delta \[HbO~2~\], BP, and MAP.

![Time series of the simultaneous recordings of ABP signals and Delta\[HbO2\] signal from one subject.\
Delta \[HbO2\] time series before **(a)** and after **(b)** pre-processing. **(c)** measured BP and MAP time series.](pone.0195936.g002){#pone.0195936.g002}

Wavelet transforms {#sec006}
------------------

Wavelet transform is a method that provides the complex transformation of a time series from the time to time-frequency domain, containing both the phase and amplitude dynamics of the oscillatory components in the signals\[[@pone.0195936.ref051]\].

![](pone.0195936.e001.jpg){#pone.0195936.e001g}
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The mother wavelet *Ψ* in this paper is the Morlet wavelet. *s* is the scaling factor and its corresponding frequency is *f* = 1/*s*. With the complex Morlet wavelet, the wavelet coefficients *w*~*k*~(*t*~*n*~) are complex numbers in the time-frequency domain\[[@pone.0195936.ref052]\].

![](pone.0195936.e002.jpg){#pone.0195936.e002g}
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The equation above defines the instantaneous relative phase *ϕ*~*k*~(*f*,*t*~*n*~) for each frequency (*f*) and time (*t*~*n*~) $$\phi_{k}\left( {f,t_{n}} \right) = \arctan{\lbrack\frac{b_{k}\left( {f,t_{n}} \right)}{a_{k}\left( {f,t_{n}} \right)}\rbrack}$$

Phase dynamic information can be used to investigate the effective coupling relationships among the oscillations from different signals in difference time scales\[[@pone.0195936.ref053]\]. Spontaneous oscillations of NIRS and MAP signals in various characteristic frequency bands with logarithmic frequency resolution have been identified by wavelet analysis. The coupling functions between the delta \[HbO~2~\] and MAP oscillators were analyzed in four frequency intervals (I, 0.6Hz to 2 Hz; II, 0.145Hz to 0.6 Hz; III, 0.052 Hz to 0.145 Hz; IV, 0.021 Hz to 0.052 Hz).

Inference of frequency-specific coupling function {#sec007}
-------------------------------------------------

Coupling functions can describe the causality mechanism of interactions between a pair of oscillators\[[@pone.0195936.ref027]\]. DBI can infer time-evolving coupled dynamics in the presence of noise\[[@pone.0195936.ref029]\]. The signals derived from the specific-frequency intervals are oscillations, and their interactions can be investigated by focusing on their phase dynamics\[[@pone.0195936.ref054], [@pone.0195936.ref055]\]. To determine the coupling relationship from measured signals, the system is modeled as a network of *N* coupled phase oscillators. The system of *N* stochastic differential equations with time-varying parameters is defined as\[[@pone.0195936.ref027]\]: $$\overset{˙}{\varnothing_{i}}\left( t \right) = \omega_{i}\left( t \right) + q_{i}\left( {\varnothing_{i},\varnothing_{j,}\varnothing_{k},\ldots,\varnothing_{N},t} \right) + \xi_{i}\left( t \right)$$ where *i* = 1,...,*N*, *$\overset{˙}{\varnothing_{i}}$* is the instantaneous frequency of each oscillator, which is determined by the combination of its natural frequency (*ω*~*i*~) and a function (*q*~*i*~) of all the *N* oscillators' phases (*∅*~1~,...,*N*) representing the coupling configuration. In the stochastic part of Eq ([4](#pone.0195936.e004){ref-type="disp-formula"}), *ξ*~*i*~ is the Gaussian white noise. The deterministic periodic part of Eq ([4](#pone.0195936.e004){ref-type="disp-formula"}) can be Fourier-decomposed for each oscillator into a sum of base functions, Φ~*k*~ = esp\[*l*(*k*~1~*ϕ*~1~ + *k*~2~*ϕ*~2~ + ⋯ + *k*~*N*~*ϕ*~*N*~)\], characterized by a set of time-varying parameters $\left( c_{k}^{(i)} \right)$: $$\overset{˙}{\varnothing_{i}}\left( t \right) = {\sum_{k = - K}^{K}{c_{k}^{(i)}\Phi_{k}\left( \phi_{1},\phi_{2},\ldots,\phi_{n} \right)}} + \xi_{i}\left( t \right)$$ where *K* is the order of the Fourier expansion. In this study, set *K* = 2. Eq ([5](#pone.0195936.e007){ref-type="disp-formula"}) as the phase dynamics extracted from the time series χ = {*x*~*l*~ ≡ *x*(*t*~*l*~)} (*t*~*l*~ = *lh*), with *l* = 1,...,*L*, as the set of parameters characterizing the network $\mathcal{M} = \left\{ {c_{k}^{(i)},D_{r,s}} \right\}$, which can completely describe the couplings ($c_{k}^{(i)}$) and noise (*D*~*r*,*s*~) of the network, is to be inferred by DBI. Bayesian approach enables us to evaluate the posterior density, $p_{\chi}\left( \mathcal{M} \middle| \mathcal{X} \right)$, of the unknown matrix of parameters $\mathcal{M}$ from time series $\left( \mathcal{X} \right)$, given a prior density, $p_{prior}\left( \mathcal{M} \right)$, by building a likelihood function $\mathcal{l}\left( \mathcal{X} \middle| \mathcal{M} \right)$, as shown in Eq ([6](#pone.0195936.e015){ref-type="disp-formula"}): $$p_{\chi}\left( \mathcal{M} \middle| \mathcal{X} \right) = \frac{\mathcal{l}\left( \mathcal{X}|\mathcal{M} \right)p_{prior}\left( \mathcal{M} \right)}{\int{\mathcal{l}\left( \mathcal{X}|\mathcal{M} \right)p_{prior}\left( \mathcal{M} \right)d\mathcal{M}}}$$

Given the time series $\mathcal{X}$ are provided, and the Fourier components (Φ~*k*~) act as base functions. The main task for DBI is to infer the unknown model parameters $\left( c_{k}^{(i)} \right)$ through which the coupling relationship are evaluated\[[@pone.0195936.ref056]\]. The likelihood function is computed through the stochastic integral of noise term over time; the negative log-likelihood function $S = - ln\ \mathcal{l}\left( \mathcal{X} \middle| \mathcal{M} \right),$ is given as: $$\begin{array}{l}
{S = \frac{L}{2}\ln\left| D \right| +} \\
{\frac{h}{2}\sum_{l = 0}^{L - 1}\left( {c_{k}\frac{\partial\Phi_{k}\left( {\phi.,l} \right)}{\partial\phi} + \left\lbrack {\overset{˙}{\phi_{l}} - c_{k}\Phi_{k}\left( \phi_{.,l}^{*} \right)} \right\rbrack^{T}\left( D^{- 1} \right)\left\lbrack {\overset{˙}{\phi_{l}} - c_{k}\Phi_{k}\left( \phi_{.,l}^{*} \right)} \right\rbrack} \right)} \\
\end{array}$$ where $\overset{˙}{\phi_{l}} = \left( \phi_{l + 1} - \phi_{l} \right)/h$. The dot index in *ϕ*~.,*l*~ represents the relevant index. If the prior probability of parameters $\mathcal{M}$ is a multivariate normal distribution, and the likelihood (8) is of quadratic form, so will be the posterior probability. In this particular distribution for the parameter c, with mean $\overline{c,}$ and covariance matrix ∑~*prior*~, the final stationary point of *S* is calculated recursively based on a tutorial on time-evolving DBI and software codes from the following equations\[[@pone.0195936.ref056]\]: $$\begin{matrix}
{D = \frac{h}{L}\left( {\overset{˙}{\phi_{l}} - c_{k}\Phi_{k}\left( \phi_{.,l}^{*} \right)} \right)^{T}\left( {\overset{˙}{\phi_{l}} - c_{k}\Phi_{k}\left( \phi_{.,l}^{*} \right)} \right),} \\
{\Gamma_{W} = \left( \Xi_{prior} \right)_{kw} + h\Phi_{k}\left( \phi_{.,l}^{*} \right)\left( D^{- 1} \right)\overset{˙}{\phi_{l}} - \frac{h}{2}\frac{\partial\Phi_{k}\left( {\phi.,l} \right)}{\partial\phi},} \\
{\Xi_{kw} = \left( \Xi_{prior} \right)_{kw} + h\Phi_{k}\left( \phi_{.,l}^{*} \right)\left( D^{- 1} \right)\Phi_{w}\left( \phi_{.,l}^{*} \right),} \\
{c_{k} = \left( \Xi^{- 1} \right)_{kw}\Gamma_{W},} \\
\end{matrix}$$ where summation over *l* = 1,...,*L*, and over the repeated indices *k* and *w*, is implicit. Once we have the inferred parameters *c*, we can calculate the coupling quantities and characteristics. The coupling functions are evaluated on a 2π × 2π grid using the Fourier components (Φ~*k*~) as relevant base functions.

To facilitate comparisons between coupling functions, coupling strength (CS), *σ*~*i*,*j*~, defined as the Euclidean norm of the inferred parameters from the phase dynamics is calculated as: $$\sigma_{i,j} = \sqrt{\sum_{k = - K}^{K}{(c_{k}^{({i:j})})}^{2}},$$

The CS quantifies the coupling amplitude. It corresponds to the coupling from the oscillators *σ* to the oscillator *i*. In this paper, by quantitative assessment of the forms and strength of couplings, we can reveal the alterations in CA caused by stroke.

Surrogate analyses {#sec008}
------------------

To study whether the obtained CS is significant, we used surrogates to validate the results for the coupling functions\[[@pone.0195936.ref057]\]. A total of 100 independent surrogates were generated by randomizing the phase signal from each signal but preserving the statistical characteristics of the original networks\[[@pone.0195936.ref035]\]. We did not consider the relationship if it did not exhibit a significant difference compared with the random result created by the surrogates. Coupling from delta \[HbO~2~\] to MAP direction was weaker and usually insignificant compared with the result calculated by surrogates. Thus, we only presented the coupling functions in the predominant direction from MAP to delta \[HbO~2~\] in four frequency intervals.

A total of 24 effective coupling interactions in each frequency interval were detected from MAP to delta \[HbO~2~\] in 24 channels in each subject. The CS from MAP to delta \[HbO~2~\] represents the influence that the changes in BP exerted on the delta \[HbO~2~\]. The high CS may be an evidence of the impaired CA in the brain, whereas low CS indicates the intact autoregulation.

Statistical analysis {#sec009}
--------------------

The characteristic values of age, body mass index, BP, and sex were expressed as the mean (SD) or percentages. Kolmogorov Smirnov and Levene tests were applied to test the variance normality and homogeneity of the data at the group level. Significant differences of the characteristic values were determined using *t*-test for means and SDs, and chi-square test for percentages. The one-way ANOVA was performed on the channel-wise CS between the patients with stroke and healthy controls. Student's paired t tests were used in comparing the differences within affected and non-affected hemispheres in L--H and R--H groups. The Bonferroni correction was applied to the *p*-values for the multiple comparisons. Totally there were 4 × 2 = 8 inter-groups pair-wise comparisons (healthy group and L--H group, healthy group VS R--H group, four frequency intervals), thereby the corrected p-value threshold was set at *p* \< 0.006.

Results {#sec010}
=======

Demographic data {#sec011}
----------------

Participant characteristics are shown in **[Table 1](#pone.0195936.t001){ref-type="table"}**. Sex and age were matched between the groups. No significant difference was observed in the demographic data between the three groups.

Effect of stroke on the coupling function {#sec012}
-----------------------------------------

### Channel-wise CS from MAP to delta \[HbO~2~\] {#sec013}

[Fig 3](#pone.0195936.g003){ref-type="fig"} shows the comparison of channel-wise CS of 24 effective coupling interactions in four frequency intervals among the groups. In interval III, compared with healthy group, the CS from MAP to delta \[HbO~2~\] in C8 (*p* = 0.003) significantly increased in L--H group. However, significant decrease in CS from MAP to delta \[HbO~2~\] was found in C16 (*p* = 0.001) in L--H group in interval III.

![Group statistical analysis in channel-wise CS from MAP to delta \[HbO2\] in different frequency interval.\
(A) channel-wise CS in frequency interval I (B) channel-wise CS in frequency interval III. Each column shows the CS mean and SD of a specific effective coupling interaction for different groups. The healthy, L--H and R--H groups are represented by different columns as illustrated by the legend in the figure. The line connectors and '\*' on the top of individual columns indicate that the difference between the two column distributions was statistically significant.](pone.0195936.g003){#pone.0195936.g003}

### Region-wise coupling function from MAP to delta \[HbO2\] {#sec014}

The frequency-specific coupling functions for every measured brain region were obtained by using averaging method. According to the distribution of 24 channels in 6 brain regions, six coupling functions of each subject were obtained by averaging the coupling functions of the internal channels in each brain cortex. In one frequency interval, the coupling functions of 24 directed coupling pairs were averaged over 6 directed coupling interaction types: MAP→LPFC, MAP→RPFC, MAP→LPL, MAP→RPL, MAP→LOL, and MAP→ROL. To gain further insights into the coupling nature from MAP to delta \[HbO~2~\] in different frequency intervals, we analyzed the form of the reconstructed coupling functions, *q*~*delta*\[*HbO2*\]~(*∅*~*delta*\[*HbO2*\]~, *∅*~*MAP*~), of all effective coupling interactions in each group. The coupling function can describe the influence of oscillator *∅*~*MAP*~ on the oscillator *∅*~*delta*\[*HbO2*\]~. In this paper, we only exhibited the group-average coupling functions of the frequency interval with differences between groups. Figs [4](#pone.0195936.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#pone.0195936.g005){ref-type="fig"} show the group-average forms of coupling in intervals I and IV for the healthy group (([Fig 4A--4F](#pone.0195936.g004){ref-type="fig"}) and ([Fig 5A--5F](#pone.0195936.g005){ref-type="fig"})), L--H (([Fig 4G--4L](#pone.0195936.g004){ref-type="fig"}) and ([Fig 5G--5L](#pone.0195936.g005){ref-type="fig"})), and R--H (([Fig 4M--4R](#pone.0195936.g004){ref-type="fig"}) and ([Fig 5M--5R](#pone.0195936.g005){ref-type="fig"})). The form of the functions in healthy group in interval I (([Fig 4A--4D](#pone.0195936.g004){ref-type="fig"})) appears as a sine wave, which changes predominantly along the *∅*~*MAP*~ axis. When the MAP oscillator was between π and 2π, the coupling functions were higher which means the MAP activity accelerated the delta \[HbO~2~\] oscillations. The coupling functions in L--H group and R--H group showed in complex and varying form, which changes along both axes. The coupling functions in L--H group (([Fig 4K--4L](#pone.0195936.g004){ref-type="fig"})) and R--H group (([Fig 5O--5R](#pone.0195936.g005){ref-type="fig"})) showed higher amplitude than healthy group. The coupling functions of each group in interval IV showed a complicated and varying form. The coupling amplitudes in some interactions increased in the L--H group (([Fig 5G--5J](#pone.0195936.g005){ref-type="fig"})) and R--H group (([Fig 5M--5R](#pone.0195936.g005){ref-type="fig"})), compared with healthy group. The R--H group had the largest coupling amplitude in the coupling functions, implying that the *q*~*delta*\[*HbO2*\]~(*∅*~*delta*\[*HbO2*\]~, *∅*~*MAP*~) coupling depended more on the MAP oscillator.

![Group-average coupling functions *q*~*delta*\[*HbO2*\]~(*∅*~*delta*\[*HbO2*\]~,*∅*~*MAP*~) between MAP and delta \[HbO~2~\] oscillations in LPFC, RPFC, LPL, RPL, LOL and ROL in interval I.\
The coupling functions describe the functional influence from the MAP to delta \[HbO~2~\] oscillator in different brain regions.](pone.0195936.g004){#pone.0195936.g004}

![Group-average coupling functions *q*~*delta*\[*HbO2*\]~(*∅*~*delta*\[*HbO2*\]~,*∅*~*MAP*~) between MAP and delta \[HbO~2~\] oscillations in LPFC, RPFC, LPL, RPL, LOL and ROL in interval IV.\
The coupling functions describe the functional influence from the MAP to delta \[HbO~2~\] oscillator in different brain regions.](pone.0195936.g005){#pone.0195936.g005}

### Difference in CA between affected and unaffected sides {#sec015}

The frequency-specific CS for every measured brain region was obtained by using averaging method. Based on the statistical test, no significant difference between affected and unaffected sides was observed in L-H and R-H groups ([S1 Table](#pone.0195936.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results indicated there was a global impairment of CA in patients with stroke.

Discussion {#sec016}
==========

In response to a change in the perfusion pressure, the active autonomic neural control of the cerebral circulation and an adaptation in cerebrovascular resistance cause CBF to return to its baseline\[[@pone.0195936.ref003], [@pone.0195936.ref058], [@pone.0195936.ref059]\]. This process can be analyzed through the effective coupling interactions between delta \[HbO~2~\] in the cortical and MAP oscillations on a wide range of time scales. In this study, we analyzed the frequency-specific effective coupling interactions between delta \[HbO~2~\] measured by NIRS and MAP based on the coupling functions and DBI for patients with stroke and healthy controls. In L--H group, the CS from MAP to delta \[HbO~2~\] in interval III in C8 was significantly higher than that in healthy group, whereas the CS from MAP to delta \[HbO~2~\] in C16 was significantly lower than that in healthy controls. Based on the form of group-average coupling functions in different brain regions, the coupling in MAP→delta \[HbO~2~\] showed higher amplitude in interval I and IV in patients with stroke than that in healthy controls. The increased CS and coupling amplitude may be an evidence of impairment in CA in patients with stroke. No significant difference in CS between affected and unaffected sides was observed in the patients with stroke, indicating a global impairment of CA. These results provide new insight into the regulation mechanisms and contribute to the development of therapeutic interventions in patients with stroke.

The oscillations in intervals I and II, corresponding to the cardiac and respiratory activities, served as pumps to provide blood through the vessels, which has been manifested in the vessels\[[@pone.0195936.ref060]\]. The cardiac and respiratory activities belong to the high-frequency oscillations, which are beyond the control of CA\[[@pone.0195936.ref003]\]. The regulation of CBF is an integrative process that involves the marked influence of cardiovascular function\[[@pone.0195936.ref061]\]. The regulation of cerebral delta \[HbO~2~\] required time to initiate the cerebrovascular interactions to adapt to the changes in the perfusion pressure. Compared with healthy group, the coupling in MAP→delta \[HbO~2~\] showed higher amplitude in patients with stroke. These results indicated a stronger influence that MAP oscillations exerted on delta \[HbO~2~\] in the brain in patients with stroke than in healthy controls. Higher coupling amplitude from MAP to the brain indicated that the transmission of BP changes in cardiac activity to CBF was faster in patients with stroke than in healthy controls. Thus, shorter time delay was observed in the R--H group to initiate the cerebrovascular adaptations, thereby resulting in the insufficiency of the brain in patients with stroke to cope dynamically with rapid BP changes. These results were consistent with the assumption that even a minor fall in perfusion pressure may result in a fall in CBF\[[@pone.0195936.ref062]\]. CA may impact functional recovery following stroke and the better CA function is associated with better functional status. The channels with increased coupling amplitude are mainly distributed in RPL and ROL, respectively. The increased effects that changes of MAP on the delta \[HbO~2~\] might affect the brain function of these brain regions, leading to motor dysfunction and the decreased coordination between these brain regions.

The oscillation analyzed in vascular dynamics in frequency III was suggested to originate locally from the intrinsic myogenic activity of smooth muscle cells in the resistance vessels\[[@pone.0195936.ref063]\]. This myogenic mechanism may be partly under autonomic control associated with the changes in the peripheral sympathetic nerve activity\[[@pone.0195936.ref060], [@pone.0195936.ref064]\]. This mechanism is related to spontaneous movements of smooth muscle in the vessel wall, which is also called vasomotion\[[@pone.0195936.ref065]\]. The vascular smooth muscles contract or relax, involving the opening and closing of ion channels in the endothelial and smooth muscle cells in the vessel walls in response to the change in intravascular pressure\[[@pone.0195936.ref066], [@pone.0195936.ref067]\]. The spontaneous low-frequency oscillations in cerebral hemodynamics may lie in the regulation of regional CBF change and the intrinsic myogenic activity of smooth muscle cells in interval III acts to buffer small changes in CBF\[[@pone.0195936.ref068]\]. The vascular resistance were altered in low frequency (LF) arteriole vessel, which affects the net pressure drop across the vessels\[[@pone.0195936.ref069]\]. The increased vessel stiffness is an independent risk factor to the development of stroke\[[@pone.0195936.ref070]\]. In L--H group, the results showed that the CS from MAP to delta \[HbO~2~\] in C8, which was distributed in the affected side, was significantly higher than that in healthy group. The significantly increased CS from MAP to delta \[HbO~2~\] in interval III might indicate increased vessel stiffness of the smooth muscle cells, indicating an evidence of the impaired CA in patients with stroke. The increased vessel stiffness in the stroke indicated a reduced contractility and vasodilation capability of the smooth muscle cells and failed to adjust the blood flow to satisfy the oxygen requirement of cells. Previous study based on NIRS has demonstrated that patients with multiple infarctions showed a significantly reduced vasomotor reactivity in the cerebral cortex and the reduction of vasomotor reactivity is thought to play an important role in the pathogenesis of cerebral microangiopathy\[[@pone.0195936.ref071]\]. However, compared with the healthy controls, the L--H group showed significantly decreased CS in C16 which is distributed in the unaffected side. This result may suggest that the regulation capacity of myogenic activity was enhanced in unaffected hemisphere. This result might indicate that there was compensatory function in the regulation of regional CBF in patients with stroke.

Within the brain, hemodynamic parameters are closely regulated through the tight neurovascular coupling and partial autonomic control in the frequency interval IV\[[@pone.0195936.ref002]\]. The nervous system maintains the basal level of contraction of the vessels. As previously mentioned, changes in the steady-state cerebrovascular resistance or vascular compliance or both may influence the beat-to-beat changes in CBF during the steady-state CA\[[@pone.0195936.ref072], [@pone.0195936.ref073]\]. During the orthostatic stress, the presence of cerebral vasoconstriction is associated with the augmented sympathetic nerve activity\[[@pone.0195936.ref074]\]. The sympathetic pathways from the brain to the cerebral blood vessels must be intact for normal CA to occur\[[@pone.0195936.ref062]\]. It has been proved that the neurogenic activity of the cerebral circulation regulates the beat-to-beat CBF in humans\[[@pone.0195936.ref002]\]. In interval IV, no significant difference was observed in CS from MAP to delta \[HbO~2~\] between patients with stroke and healthy controls. The result indicated that the capacity of neurogenic activity to regulate the beat-to-beat CBF reserved in patients with stroke.

In this study, the significantly increased CS from MAP to delta \[HbO~2~\] in interval III indicated an impaired CA in patients with stroke. These results were consistent with the conclusion that normal cardiovascular homeostatic mechanisms are impaired in ischaemic stroke\[[@pone.0195936.ref070]\]. As a result, CBF tends to depend directly on systemic BP. The increase in BP may render the brain at risk for cerebral oedema or hemorrhagic transformation of the infarct, whereas reducing systemic BP can reduce flow to the ischemic penumbra and increase infarct size.

In the patients with stroke, the lack of a significant difference in region-wise CS from MAP to delta \[HbO~2~\] between the affected and unaffected sides indicated a global impairment of CA with stroke ([S1 Table](#pone.0195936.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). [Table 2](#pone.0195936.t002){ref-type="table"} showed that the patients with stroke participated in this study had multiple subcortical infarcts. The impaired autoregulation could be demonstrated in the nonaffected hemisphere\[[@pone.0195936.ref007], [@pone.0195936.ref075]\] Schwarz et al. found significant changes in the unaffected hemisphere, suggesting bilaterally impaired autoregulation in severe stroke\[[@pone.0195936.ref076], [@pone.0195936.ref077]\].These results were consistent with previous studies that the impairment in CA is not confined to the affected hemisphere\[[@pone.0195936.ref076], [@pone.0195936.ref077]\].

Method consideration {#sec017}
--------------------

In general, Bonferroni correction was used for multiple comparisons. The Bonferroni correction controls the experiment-wise alpha well and has strong control of Type I error. A basic assumption for choosing the Bonferroni correction method for multiple comparisons is that the test variable is independent\[[@pone.0195936.ref078]\]. The NIRS-based neuroimaging technique measures the cortical blood flow and mainly reflects the microvasculature activity of brain\[[@pone.0195936.ref079]\]. There would be a highly correlation between fNIRS signals among the channels because they contain global vascular response arising from the blood flow and oxidative metabolism\[[@pone.0195936.ref080], [@pone.0195936.ref081]\]. So, the CS of 24 channel-wise derived from NIRS-based signals in the brain was not independent. Moreover, for a large of comparisons, the Bonferroni correction becomes very conservative and results in a large number of type II errors and greatly diminished power to detect differentiation among pairs of sample collections. In this study, one-way ANOVA was performed on the channel-wise CS between the patients with stroke and healthy controls. In each frequency interval, two groups for CS comparison were designed (Group healthy VS Group L-H, Group healthy VS Group R-H). So totally there are 4 × 2 = 8 inter-groups pair-wise comparisons. Therefore, Bonferroni correction was applied to these multiple comparisons and the corrected p-value threshold was set at p \< 0.006.

Limitation {#sec018}
----------

In this study, we measured the delta \[HbO~2~\] by NIRS. NIRS provides a surrogate of fluctuations in CBF. NIRS signals obtained at several cortical regions mainly reflect the spontaneous regional hemodynamic fluctuations that originate from spontaneous cortical activity during the resting state\[[@pone.0195936.ref082]\]. However, one primary challenge in measurement is the high sensitivity to hemodynamic fluctuations of NIRS. NIRS photons must penetrate the superficial tissue layers (scalp and skull) before reaching the cortex to monitor the evoked brain activity. Therefore, a limitation of the present study is that the measured signals will inevitably be contaminated by the noise as well as nonspecific hemodynamic variations provided by the scalp and skull\[[@pone.0195936.ref083]--[@pone.0195936.ref085]\]. In this paper, we used the continuous wavelet transform to divide the signals into four frequency intervals to study the frequency-specific coupling interactions between the brain and BP. In further studies, short source-detector separation channels will be used to filter the interference of scalp and skull signals.

The group of patients with stroke that participated in this work was classified according to the left and right hemiplegia. Severe extracranial or intracranial artery stenosis and clinical conditions (e.g., chronic hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and silent infarcts) may confound the assessment of CA. Some clinical conditions may disrupt myogenic mechanisms, whereas others may impair autoregulation by blocking the metabolic or neurogenic pathways\[[@pone.0195936.ref058]\]. Additional knowledge is needed about the physiological and pathological determinants of CA in stroke, so that determinants of autoregulation can be better controlled in future studies. These drawbacks deserve further study, which may identify possibilities for therapeutic intervention.

Conclusion {#sec019}
----------

In this study, the frequency-specific effective coupling interactions between the delta \[HbO~2~\] and MAP were calculated based on the coupling functions and DBI to assess the CA in stroke. The CS can specify the effects of MAP changes on delta \[HbO~2~\] to study the alterations of CA mechanism in the patients with stroke suffering from CI. In L--H group, the CS from MAP to delta \[HbO~2~\] in interval III in C8 was significantly higher than that in healthy group. Based on the form of group-average coupling functions in different brain regions, the coupling in MAP→delta \[HbO~2~\] showed higher amplitude in interval I and IV in patients with stroke than that in healthy controls. The increased CS and coupling amplitude suggested an impaired CA in patients with stroke. Compared with healthy controls, significant decreased CS from MAP to delta \[HbO~2~\] in channel 16 (*p* = 0.001) was found in L--H group, which might indicate the compensatory mechanism in CA of the unaffected sides. No significant difference in CS between affected and unaffected sides was observed in patients with stroke, which indicated a global impaired of CA. These findings are important to identify the frequency-dependent properties of dynamic CA and the underlying CA mechanisms in patients with history of stroke. This study provides a method for the assessment of CA and will contribute to the development of therapeutic interventions in patients with stroke.
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